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The Big Bang of Video Advertising
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Before we get further into what it is, let’s take a step back
and look at industry trends that explain what makes a
VMP necessary.

In today’s fragmented viewing ecosystem where consumers have
more ways to watch video than ever before, it’s vitally important
for publishers to foster a positive, long-term relationship with
their audiences. This applies to both digital-first publishers and
linear broadcasters. Digital publishers are brushing up on their
linear TV vocabulary and traditional broadcasters are learning
how to succeed in an internet-connected world of CPMs
and impressions.

These days people are watching videos on their
smartphones, tablets, and computers but they still want a
big screen experience. Today that means smart TVs, OTT
devices, streaming apps, subscriptions, cable…an eyewatering number of choices!

55.9
41.0

CONTENT CREATORS & ADVERTISERS
HAVE TO CATER TO CHANGING
VIEWER BEHAVIORS

CONSUMERS ARE REDEFINING
WHAT IT MEANS TO WATCH TV

a complete suite of technology
tools designed to help publishers
maximize the value of their
video inventory

Connected TV Households
US, 2013-2017

If you’re shaking your head wondering why there’s yet
another three-letter acronym in adtech, we don’t blame
you. You’ve heard of SSPs, DSPs, and DMPs - but what the
heck is a VMP?

The most recent entry into the
viewing race (and the buzziest)
is connected TV. U.S. households
with a connected TV continue to
grow steadily and viewership is
expected to eclipse linear in the
next few years.

CTV

Making things a bit more
complicated, many consumers
get their TV fix from a mash-up
of video services. In fact, Telaria’s “Connected TV Study:
Inside the Minds of Cord Cutters and Cable Keepers”
research study found that 76% of U.S. cable subscribers
also subscribe to at least one other streaming service.

With the increase in connected TV
viewers, publishers have had to
rethink - and in some cases relearn how they manage and monetize their
video content.
The technology needed to optimize
ads within an advanced TV
environment is more complex than
for an outstream video ad.
Many existing SSPs and ad servers
are simply not equipped to navigate
the requirements and nuances of the
advanced TV age.

Connected TV
a TV set connected
to the internet via a
streaming device or
a Smart TV through
which viewers can
enjoy broadcast-quality
video content

TECHNOLOGY
IS UBIQUITOUS,
COMPLEX & ALWAYS
EVOLVING

And if you think viewers are only migrating to ad-free,
subscription-based options, you might be surprised. More than
half of Gen Z viewers, those born from the mid-90s to the early
2000s, don’t mind or even enjoy watching TV ads. Gen Z sees ads
as content; as long as the content is targeted and relevant, they
don’t mind watching them. Sometimes they even share ads
as content.

To effectively advertise in a premium,
in-stream environment,
publishers need features like:
Creative Review Capabilities:
• Ensures ads are formatted
appropriately for different
screen sizes
• Normalizes volume of an ad
to the content
Ad Podding:
• Uses frequency capping to avoid
running the same ad over and over
within a short period of time
• Employs competitive and creative
separation within ad pods to
reduce the possibility of repetition
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INDEPENDENCE
MATTERS IN TODAY’S
DATA-DRIVEN
ENVIRONMENT
“I think that publishers should build
their own strategies and as much as
possible control what you can control.
Facebook will do what’s in Facebook’s
interest. The idea of being dependent
on Facebook or being dependent on
any other platform is crazy.”

Brian Morrissey,

President & Editor in Chief of Digiday

As audiences continue shifting to internetconnected video, the ability to gather,
understand and act based on data will
be a make-or-break factor for publishers.
Publishers can offer advertisers insights that
will make their inventory more valuable and
help them serve relevant ads to the desired
consumers. On top of that, publishers who
understand their audience data can improve
content recommendations to drive consumer
loyalty and may, in the case of original content
creators, allocate production funds
more effectively.
Data will play an increasingly large role for
publishers and they need to have full trust that
every technology partner they work with will
only use that competitive intelligence to serve
the publisher. Publishers need technology
that is not beholden to a larger entity and
has competitive skin in the game. Think of the
walled gardens that many publishers rely on
for mass reach and how that has led to viewing
data marching out of publishers’ pages and
onto news feeds where publishers have
no access. Walled gardens effectively hastened
the decline of newspapers by limiting their
direct reach and holding the data hostage.
Will television and video publishers make the
same mistake?

Anatomy of a VMP
What’s the difference
between a VMP
and an SSP?
An SSP is just one component
of a VMP. Publishers are able to
manage all monetization functions
across all video platforms with a
single VMP, as opposed to using
a separate SSP, ad server, and
various other vendors to inform
revenue decisions

THERE ARE 3 CORE COMPONENTS
THAT MAKE UP A VMP:

1

An ad server enables publishers to monetize and
manage both direct and programmatic inventory
across all screens.

2

An SSP provides the levers publishers need to unlock
the full value of their video inventory. Inventory pricing
controls and brand-safety filters fall under the
SSP umbrella.

3

An analytics suite with first- and third-party data
empowers publishers with complete inventory
intelligence. This includes diagnostics features so
publishers can identify and resolve problems and
mitigate revenue impact.

HERE’S HOW A VMP FITS INTO THE ADTECH ECOSYSTEM

Publishers need tools to manage all their
video inventory whether it’s bought directly
or programmatically or formatted for a smart
TV or mobile device. They need a streamlined
video management experience that combines
the controls and functionality of an ad server
built for all kinds of video formats with the
data and analytics that can help them
manage and optimize their monetization
and user experience.
Newspapers became dependent on walled gardens
in the digital age, providing the fertilizer that
allowed the tech giants to grow and dominate.
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Harnessing the VMP’s
Full Potential

The VMP
Checklist

Technology options abound, but not all are
created equal. In assessing a VMP, publishers
can use the following checklist to identify
the solution that fits their needs and provides
the most value.

THE ROI OF A VMP
At first glance, a VMP is comprised of many different parts and may seem complex. But, in fact,
having several pieces of vital technology integrated under one hood is what makes a VMP so
powerful for publishers who are now juggling dozens of tools on a daily basis. The direct ROI of a

Superior
Delivery

VMP can be measured in a number of ways.
The most common immediate benefits are:

More control over the tech stack which reduces the need
for multiple partners at every point of a transaction
Deeper analytics that informs day-to-day decisions
All transactions in one place leading to an improved
workflow that unifies programmatic and direct

Unprecedented
Control

Actionable
Insights

Ability to manage and monetize programmatic and direct inventory across
all screens through a single, holistic platform
Synced with all leading video demand sources to bring in steady,
differentiated demand

Access to inventory pricing and presentation controls on a granular level
Offers TV-specific functions and settings, engineered for an advanced TV
environment (e.g. audio normalization)

Delivers real-time analytics and reports that provide crucial information
in sub seconds
Provides self-service diagnostic tools so issues in bid requests are
resolved quickly
Leverages machine learning to reduce manual reporting
Allows both BYOD and third-party data integrations

Quality is Non-Negotiable
Has established partnerships with
independent third-party anti-fraud and
measurement firms to ensure all inventory
is legitimate
Guarantees all video inventory transacted
through the platform meets or exceeds
industry brand-safety standards
Vets all platform supply to ensure publisher
partners are premium and ads.txt compliant
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Transparency Throughout
Certifies complete fee transparency as
audited by a third-party
Operates under clear and fair auction
mechanics
Uses independent technology that does not
favor a particular side
Not conflicted or part of a walled garden
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Assessing the Landscape

NOTES

Publishers have had to rely on an array of technology partners to meet all their
disparate needs. Now more than ever they need a streamlined video management
platform to help manage their business. This report card reviews how the largest video
advertising technology companies perform on features integral to an effective VMP.
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